
HALFWAY HOUSE EP 1-3 WALKTHROUGH

Key:
omFP     =  Officer Monroe Friendship Points
omIP      = Infraction Points
sgCP       =  Samantha Corruption Points
emLP     =  Emily Affection Points
emCP     =  Emily Corruption Points
asCP       =  Ashley Corruption Points
luFP        =  Luis Friendship Points

NOTE:
As of EP5 You can't max out both of Emily's points at the same time. You
have to choose one or the other.

Important Choices EP1:

OFFICER MONROE DRIVE SCENE
"With all your experience, I'd rather hear it from you." omFP + 2
"Tell me about the woman who runs the place" omFP + 1

ARRIVAL SCENE

"It's cool man, You look just fine." omFP + 2 (Chose this to get to kiss
Samantha on the cheek later).

*Maybe I should kiss her on the cheek too?* omFP + 2  (You get this if you
complimented his shirt. He's happty coz Samantha says he's charming).



*Aww what the hell, I should give the man a hug!* omFP + 3

*Gulp! Check out dat ass!* sgCP + 2

FIRST KITCHEN SCENE

*This bitch is getting on my nerves. Fuck apologizing!* (You don't get emLP
here and she'll be bitchy with you but  will open up a night event later).

*Try to apologize again and hope for the best.* emLP + 4  (You miss out on
the night event but get a big emLP boost and she won't be nasty to you for
the rest of the day).

STAIRS SCENE

"Ummm, your butt?" sgCP + 3 / sgCP + 1 (If you stared at her but at the
entrance you get 3 points. If it's your first time  you get 1 point).

PLAYER BEDROOM SCENE

*I just have to get a feel for dat ass!* sgCP + 5 / sgCP + 3 / omIP + 1 (If
you've stared at her ass twice before you get 5 points. If you only stared at it
once before you get 3 points. If you didn't stare at all before she'll get angry
and you'll gain 1 Infraction Point).

ASHLEY BATHROOM SCENE

Ashley bathroom scene. asCP + 10  (You'll get a massive boost to asCP for free here. She's
a kinky girl).

DINNER SCENE

*Unvarnished Truth: Tell her every detail.* (Choose this to get a sex scene with Ashley
in the morning and a massive asCP boost).

*Half Truth: Just omit the lewd parts.* (Choose this to get a sweet morning scene with
Emily and sexy fantasy while taking your morning shower).

"I'd enjoy it more if it were you though." emCP +2



"I'm with Ashley, that bunch deserved it." emLP + 2
"I was wondering if you maybe want some help?" (Choose this to get some emLP or
emCP chances).

EMILY DISHES SCENE

"In fact, I'll ogle your boobs anytime you like." emCP + 1 / 1 (If you choose this you get 1
points right away. You'll get another 1 point when/if you visit Emily's bedroom later.
Basically she remembers your promise to stare at her boobs).

"Trust me, you're a cute girl. And nice to boot." emLP +  3 (You get 3 emLP but she
won't be all that happy when you stare at her when/if you visit her room).

EMILY NIGHT VISIT SCENE

*Let's go fix this shit.* (You get to visit Emily's room here if you chose *This bitch is
getting on my nerves. Fuck apologizing!* earlier).

*Knock on the door.* emCP + 1 (You get this if you chose "In fact, I'll ogle your boobs
anytime you like." earlier).

*Tell her exactly what I think.* emCP + 1

Free emLP + 3 just for finishing the apology scene.

LUIS INTRO SCENE
Free luFP + 5 just for meeting Luis. Both *Better do as he says. The guys seems insane.*
and *This guy's an idiot if he thinks I'd do all that.* gives points. He's a happy guy.

Important Choices EP2:

Depending on your choices the previous day you either get a scene with Ashley or Emily
at the start of EP2.

ASHLEY MORNING SCENE:

· Automatic asCP + 10 (Doesn't matter what you do as long as you complete the scene
you get a big boost).

EMILIY MORNING SCENE:



*Tease her a bit.* emCP + 2

*That's sweet. Tease her a bit more.* emLP + 2

MORNING KITCHEN SCENE

*Compliment/Tease her.* emCP + 2 emLP + 2 (You get this option if you had the Ashley
morning foreplay scene, it'll give you the chance to get the points from the Emiliy
morning scene anyway. This is a porn game after all don't want to punish players for
choosing the sexier scene).

*Flirt back a little.* sgCP + 2 (You get this option if Samantha's corruption is high
enough. Basically even if you were perving on her a lilttle bit before).

MORNING SHOWER SCENE

No points. But if you didn't mess around with Ashley in the morning you get some sexy
scenes as the main character fantasizes about the ladies while beating his meatstick.

SAMANTHA BEDROOM DOOR SCENE

"What's not to like?": sgCP + 2 (Plus if you've been perving on Samantha a whole lot and
have tons of sgCP points, she'll do a sexy fashion show for you).

SAMANTHA DRIVE SCENE

sgCP + 2 (If you've got tons of sgCP, Samantha will start some sexy talk and give you a
chance to get 2 more sgCP points).

Important Choices EP3

KUNIEDA HAND SQUEEZE TEST THING

"Nothing, just enjoying your soft hands." (Choose this to open up Kunieda as a potential
"target" in future episodes and get different scenes and dialog in this one).

EMILY PHONE CALL SCENE

Make sure you wear something sexy!" (Choose this to get a funny reaction from her
later. But makes no difference really. I have to confess I initially plan to render her in two



different outfit based on the emCP level but ran out of time).

SAMANTHA GETTING WATER SCENE

*God himself wouldn't be able to ignore that shit!* sgCP + 2

SAMANTHA BED FLIRT SCENE

*Nudge her feet with my toes.* sgCP + 2 (You also get different reactions from her
based on various choices you've made in the past. Not worth replaying to see them all
though. Just dialog lines.)

OFFICER LEE PRESSING CHARGES SCENE

Doesn't matter which you choose but I recommend "Oh nooo!, Lemme think! YES, I'm
pressing charges!". It's funnier.

DECIDE TO GO SEE HOLLIS OR NOT

This is important to Samantha future personal story arc. But if you don't want to see
Hollis in the game any more you have  to go see him. Ignoring him will just make him
pissed.

HOLLIS MEETING SCENE (IF YOU DECIDED TO GO SEE HIM) 

"What do you want Hollis?" (This keeps Hollis cool)

"What do you want asshole?" (This takes his anger up a notch)

"And what reason is that?" (This keeps Hollis cool)

"The hell would she ever wanna see you?" (This takes his anger up a notch)

"Fine! You win. We're cool" (This cools down Hollis completely. He won't ever appear in
the game again).

"Kiss my ass mother fucker!" (Depends on how much you've pissed him off in the
conversation so far, he'll either go beserk and plan revenge or get angry but decide it's
not worth it).

OFFICER MONROE HALL SCENE (AFTER HOLLIS MEETING)

Depending on how the conversation went. You get different dialog from Officer Monroe.



Not worth replaying to see them all. Just different reactions.

ASHLEY AND LUIS VISITING SCENE

asCP + 2 (If you had the sex scene with Ashley in ep2. You get a show from Ashley at the
end of the visit.)

EMILY FOOD SCENE

"Emily, it's kinda hard to eat like this." emLP + 2 (If you have lot's of emLP points, she'll
agree to feed you and you get + 2 points added).

EMILY FRUIT SCENE

*Ha, ha. Can't pass this chance up!* emCP + 2

EMILY & KUNIEDA SCENE

No points. But if you've been flirting with Kunieda before you get a much longer scene
here.

EMILY NIGHT TALK SCENE 

*Gotta admit that I do.* emLP + 2 (You also get different dialog based on your choices in
the past. Not worth replaying to see them all. Just different reactions).

MC DREAM SCENE

No points. But if you pissed Hollis off, you get a nightmare and some foreshadowing.

Important Choices EP4

EMILY BLANKET SCENE

*Cover [EM]* emLP + 2 (if you choose not to do this you don't get the ponts but will be
able to see something funny).

*Stop her strap from falling.* emLP + 2

EMILY BATHROOM SCENE

If you have a lot of emLP or max emCP she'll agree to give you a kiss.



*Turn my cheek to her.* emLP + 2

*Face her at the last second so I can catch her on the lips!* emCP + 2

EMILY COOKING SCENE

No points. But if you've been going after Ashley, she'll give you a gift.

ASHLEY AFTER DINNER SMOKE SCENE

Scene goes differently depending on your stats with Ashley and She'll make a move on
you if you had the EP2 sex scene.

*Fuck it! Grab them boobies!* Don't quit the scene till the end to get asCP + 2

SAMANTHA MC BEDROOM SCENE

Scene goes differently depending on your stats with Samantha. You'll get a sexy scene
with her if it's near max.

"How about showing me a view from the back again?" Don't quit the scene till the end
to get sgCP + 4 and emCP + 2 after she catches you and think you've been jerking off.

Important Choices EP5

LUIS BEDROOM SCENE

*Yeah... the big lunk can wait a bit.* luFP + 2. Will also unlock a bonus render in the
extra gallery.

*I'm sure I can trust Luis not to judge me.* luFP + 2. Also Luis will remember you
trusting him.

SAMANTHA SEARCH SCENE

*Go inside and check.* This will unlock a render in the extra gallery, and open up some
sgCP chance and a longer dialog with Sam later.

SAMANTHA KITCHEN SCENE

If you're on Sam's route (High CP points) this scene is much longer and opens up more



options.

*Convince her.* sgCP + 2.

If you went into Samantha's room earlier to look for her it opens up a longer convo and a
chance for a sgCP +2 if you're on her route (high CP points).

SAMANTHA BATHROOM

No points but the dialog and scene goes a little differently depending on whether you've
been in her room before and your sgCP level.

LIVING ROOM SCENE

*Stare at it.*  This opens up a chance for a sex scene with Ash if you're on her route
(High CP + Had EP2's sex scene). As well as setting up a flag for future interactions
between Ash and Em.

*Choose Emily.* emCP + 2. If you're asking why Emily is getting the bonus when she's not
even there.... Ashley is... and that will make sense later...

*Choose Ashley.* asCP + 2. Points for Ash. But either choice will get you the sex scene,
dont worry.


